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The emergence of charge coherence in soft molecular
organic semiconductors via the suppression of thermal
ﬂuctuations
Kenichi Sakai1, Yugo Okada1, Takafumi Uemura1, Junto Tsurumi1, Roger Häusermann1, Hiroyuki Matsui1,
Tatsuya Fukami2, Hiroyuki Ishii2, Nobuhiko Kobayashi2, Kenji Hirose2 and Jun Takeya1
Organic semiconductors are already widely used in electronics. Nevertheless, their fundamental properties are still being
debated. In particular, charge transport, which determines the performance of organic light-emitting diodes, solar cells and
organic ﬁeld-effect transistors, has been described by a wide range of complementary but incompatible theories. These theories
involve either localized charge carriers hopping from molecule to molecule, leading to incoherent charge transport, or delocalized
charge carriers moving around freely in the semiconductor, leading to coherent transport. In this communication, we reveal
the ﬁrst experimental evidence that charge coherence can be tuned from partially to fully coherent in one and the same material
—pentacene—showing a continuous transition from one transport mechanism to the other. Microscopically, the transport
mechanism depends on the overlap of adjacent molecular orbitals, which in turn is sensitive to molecular thermal ﬂuctuations.
We control these ﬂuctuations through moderate variations of pressure and temperature, leading to a mobility increase of 75%.
We quantify the inﬂuence of these thermal ﬂuctuations by estimating the critical value below which fully coherent charge
transport emerges. The ability to control thermal ﬂuctuations and therefore to effectively tune the charge coherence is an
important key to improving charge transport in soft molecular materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Historically, the existence of coherent electronic states in weakly van
der Waals bonded crystals has been a controversial topic.1 The weak
intermolecular interaction leads to a strong thermal vibration of each
molecule, resulting in the dynamic disorder of the crystal lattice.
Dynamic disorder subsequently leads to a complex interaction
between the soft lattice and the charge carriers, which is unique to
these systems. In classical semiconductors, the charge transport
mechanism can be directly determined from the temperature dependence of the mobility. In an organic semiconductor, however, the
temperature dependence of the mobility does not necessarily reveal the
nature of the charge transport and therefore it cannot be determined
whether a system is described by the short-range hopping of localized
charge carriers or band transport due to extended electronic
wavefunctions.2 For this reason, a more direct method is required
to study the nature of charge transport in these systems. The Hall
effect is such a method, as it is directly connected to the coherence of
the charge carrier wavefunction via interaction with the applied
magnetic ﬁeld. The quantum mechanical origin of this interaction
lies in the coupling of the wave number k of the delocalized charge
carrier wavefunction with the vector potential A of the magnetic ﬁeld.
1

This coupling is only possible if a wave number k can be assigned to
the charge carrier. Therefore, the wavefunction must be coherent over
several molecules.3–5 For these reasons, the experimental observation
of the Hall effect in the hopping systems of localized charge carriers
signiﬁcantly differs from that of band-transport systems. More
precisely, the inverse Hall coefﬁcient 1/RH equals the charge density
Q only if the charge carriers are coherent. Indeed, incoherent
electronic systems, such as amorphous silicon ﬁlms, show very low
response to an applied magnetic ﬁeld.6 A similar observation has been
reported for organic polymers: if they are dominated by static
disorder, then they only show a weak Hall signal,7 whereas, in more
ordered polymers, a free-electron-like wavefunction has been
measured.8
In previous studies, we successfully measured the Hall effect in
organic semiconductors using rubrene single-crystal transistors,3,5
which are well known to be the highest performing organic transistors
at room temperature, with a mobility above 20 cm2 Vs − 1.9–11 The
experiment showed precise measurements for the band-transport
relation, that is, RH = 1/Q, indicating coherent electronic states.
Subsequently, materials as dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]
thiophene (DNTT), alkylated DNTT, pentacene derivatives and
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N,N’-1H,1H-perﬂuorobutyldicyanoperylene-carboxydi-imide (PDIFCN2) turned out to satisfy the same condition, and coherent band
transport was observed at room temperature.12–15 We then focused on
pentacene ﬁeld-effect transistors (FET), in which we found that only
half of the Hall voltage appeared at room temperature, indicating an
incomplete coherence. At lower temperatures, we found the coherence
increased; however, even at 150 K, charge transport was only partially
coherent.16
Here, we report the emergence of fully coherent charge transport in
pentacene single crystals under pressure. The measurements are
performed by varying both temperature and pressure using the same
experimental setup as in our previous studies.17–18 Both the ﬁeld-effect
properties and the Hall effect are measured on the same sample.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Growth of single crystals
The pentacene single crystals were grown using the physical vapor transport
method.2 After purifying crude powder samples, supplied by Sigma-Aldrich
Japan K.K., Tokyo, Japan, by vaporizing at 277 °C and coarse-crystallizing at
215 °C in a two-zone tube furnace under Ar gas ﬂow, the coarse crystals were
slowly recrystallized at the same temperature within approximately 3 days.

FET fabrication
The FET samples, with their bottom-contact/bottom-gate structure, were
fabricated as follows: a patterned gate electrode of 20 nm in thickness was
vapor-deposited through a shadow mask on a polyethylene naphthalate
substrate. A gate-insulating layer of Cytop (Asahi Glass Co., Tokyo, Japan)
was formed by spin-coating and subsequent annealing at 140 °C for 15 h. The
thickness of the Cytop layer of 600 nm was estimated using atomic force
microscopy. A single-crystal pentacene ﬂake with a thickness of less than 1 μm
was laminated on top. The source-drain electrodes and four voltage terminals
with a thickness of 20 nm were constructed by vapor deposition of gold layers
through a shadow mask. Finally, the Hall-bar-shaped channel was produced
using a laser etching set up so that the central channel was structured on the
gate electrode (Figure 1). This structure ensures a nearly homogeneous
shrinking of the whole device under elevated pressure. The width W and
length L of the channels were 100 and 150 μm, respectively. The distance l
between the adjacent voltage terminals along the channel direction was 50 μm.
The device was covered with a few micrometer-thick parylene for passivation
and then completely ﬁlled in epoxy (STYCAST 1266, Henkel Ablestik Japan
Ltd., Yubari, Japan) for mechanical stability. The whole piece was introduced in
a standard Cu-Be pressure cell. Fluorinert FC70/77 (3M Japan Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) was used as the pressurizing medium.17

Gate capacitance C as a function of pressure
Because the gate capacitance C varies with the applied pressure, we can use the
value of C as a function of pressure, as identiﬁed in our previous study; we
estimated the VG dependent carrier density at each pressure by Hall effect

Figure 1 Device schematics for the gated Hall measurement as well as
four-terminal FET setup. First, the pentacene single crystal was placed on
pre-evaporated gold electrodes, and then a Hall-bar structure was cut using
laser etching. The Hall voltage and ﬁeld-effect performance were measured
on the same sample.
NPG Asia Materials

measurements using rubrene single-crystal FETs, where C(P) was observed to
change by 10% at 0.5 GPa.17

Measurements of ﬁeld-effect properties
We use the four-terminal technique to analyze the FET characteristics to
exclude the pressure dependence of the contact resistance. Our measurements
of the ﬁeld-effect properties show that the produced device exhibits the
characteristics of a FET (Supplementary Figure S1).
As illustrated in Figure 1, the voltages V1, V2 and V3 are measured at
different positions. The four-terminal sheet conductivity σ and the Hall voltage
VH are given by
s¼

W ID
; VH ¼ V3  V1
l V2  V1

ð1Þ

where σ is connected with the carrier mobility μ as follows:

m¼

1 ds
:
C i dV G

ð2Þ

ID is the drain current, VG is the applied gate voltage and Ci is the
capacitance of the Cytop gate insulator per unit area. Figure 2a shows σ plotted
as a function of VG for various applied pressures. Increasing the pressure
reduces the distance between the molecules. Therefore, σ signiﬁcantly increases
with increasing pressure along the whole VG range. μ estimated by Equation (2)
shows a dependence on VG. This dependence might originate from a
considerable charge scattering at the interface to the Cytop insulator in the
high VG region, which increases with increasing pressure. Accordingly, the
mobility at VG = 0 V increases by 30% (Figure 2a inset).

Hall effect measurements
Hall effect measurements are performed by varying temperature from room
temperature down to 180 K; the applied pressure is increased to 1 GPa. The
magnetic ﬁeld is swept back and forth at least three times in the range of − 10
to 10 T to subtract the drifting signal for a precise evaluation of ΔVH for the
peak-to-peak magnetic ﬁeld. The Hall coefﬁcient RH is evaluated by ΔVH /
(I ΔB), where ΔB is 20 T. Typical data for the evolution of VH are shown in the
Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Figure S2). As a result, 1/RH is
obtained for each VG, as shown in Figure 2b.

Crystal structure analysis
To assess the effect of thermal ﬂuctuations, we analyze the temperature
dependence of the ﬂuctuations in pentacene on the basis of X-ray diffraction
results performed at the SPring-8 facility (Supplementary Figure S3). The
transfer integral is analyzed using density functional theory including van der
Waals interaction,19,20 as described by Fukami et al.21 First, the ﬂuctuation of
the molecular motion is evaluated by deﬁning all the degrees of freedom for the
translational and librational motion; then, the ﬂuctuation (Δt) of the transfer
integral (t) is calculated because the transfer integral depends on the
intermolecular distance and orientation. The accuracy of the calculated
ﬂuctuations of the molecular motion is conﬁrmed by a translation-librationscrew analysis of the X-ray diffraction results.22

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Emergence of fully coherent transport
When comparing the measured curves, with the dashed line
representing the induced charge density Q in Figure 2b, a signiﬁcant
discrepancy from 1/RH is found. The situation obviously differs from
the case of free-electron-like band transport, in which 1/RH equals Q.
Given that the Hall voltage appears as a result of electromagnetic
coupling based on coherent electronic waves, the numerical comparison between 1/RH and Q gives a parameter to discuss the extent of the
electronic coherence quantitatively. Here, we introduce the carrier
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Figure 2 (a) FET transfer characteristics, i.e., conductivity σ vs applied gate voltage VG, measured using a four-terminal conﬁguration to determine the carrier
mobility. The inset shows an increase in the mobility by 30% upon application of pressure, exemplifying the effect of an increased molecular orbital overlap.
(b) Inverse Hall coefﬁcient as a function of the gate voltage VG at room temperature plotted together with the total induced charge carrier density (dashed
line), which is the theoretical minimal value for 1/RH in the free electron limit. The higher the pressure, the closer the Hall coefﬁcient approaches the free
electron case. Obviously, increasing the pressure alone is not sufﬁcient to induce fully coherent charge transport.

Figure 3 (a) Emergence of fully coherent charge transport in pentacene below 220 K at 1 GPa. By increasing the pressure and lowering the temperature, the
thermal ﬂuctuations are reduced, whereas, at the same time, the overlap of the molecular orbitals increases, improving charge coherence up to the point of
full coherence (α = 1). (b) Reduction of the temperature dependence of the normalized mobility (μ(T)/μ(T = 300 K)) at higher pressure, indicative of an
improved transfer integral between the pentacene molecules.

coherent factor α as,5
a¼

Figure 4 Reduction of the relative thermal ﬂuctuation Δt/t of the transfer
integral at high pressure and low temperature. In the region of the
emergence of coherent charge transport, the ﬂuctuation is between 11 and
12%, which appears to be the critical value for pentacene.

C
:
dð1=RH Þ=dV G

ð3Þ

Equation (3) is the ratio of the slope between 1/RH as a function of
VG and Q = C VG. According to deﬁnition, αo1 represents the
situation where the electronic system cannot be described by fully
coherent wavefunctions, while α = 1 represents systems with fully
coherent charge transport as is observed in high-mobility organic
semiconductors, such as rubrene, DNTT, alkyl-DNTT and pentacene
derivatives.4–5,12–14 We note that the effect of inelastic scattering is
minor in organic semiconductors, so that α41 is unlikely.
The coherence factor α gradually increases with increasing pressure
(Figure 3a), indicating that the electronic charge coherence recovers
when the molecular distance is reduced. The maximum value of α is
still less than 1 at room temperature, that is, the electronic state is not
yet completely the same, as is the case for rubrene single crystals.
Interestingly, α increases gradually with increasing pressure and
decreasing temperature, so that α reaches 1 below 220 K and at a
NPG Asia Materials
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pressure of 1 GPa. Thus, at high pressure and low temperature,
pentacene single crystals exhibit a free electron-like band transport
similar to rubrene, where full charge coherence already appears under
ambient conditions. This observation suggests that the thermal
ﬂuctuations hinder coherent electronic states in pentacene.
The emergence of coherent electronic states directly reﬂects itself in
an increased mobility. Using Equation (2), we calculate μ(P) at
VG = 0 V and plot the normalized temperature dependence under
elevated pressure in Figure 3b. Although the overall temperature
dependence of the normalized mobility μ is similar for all three curves,
the measurement at 1 GPa shows a weaker temperature dependence,
indicative of a higher degree of coherence. We note that the mobility is
a macroscopic property and is therefore affected by various extrinsic
inﬂuences owing to inhomogeneities in the charge transport channel,
such as micrometer-scale variation of the thickness in the polymer
gate-insulating layer underneath the semiconductor. In contrast,
the Hall effect measures nanoscale charge coherence over several
molecules, thus revealing the intrinsic nature of the charge transport.
In essence, these results suggest that, on a microscopic level, charge
transport becomes fully coherent. On a macroscopic level, however,
charge transport still seems to be dominated by incoherent hopping
over static energy barriers. In absolute numbers, we see an increase in
the mobility by 75% from 0.9 to 1.6 cm2 Vs − 1 at 220 K because of the
increase of the coherence factor α from approximately 0.55 to 1. At
room temperature, we observe an increase in the mobility by 30%
(Figure 2a), while the coherence factor α increases from 0.5 to 0.7.
Therefore, we can conclude that an increase of α by 0.1 leads to an
increase in the mobility by approximately 15%.
Quantifying dynamic disorder
It is known that pressure causes a reduction of the intermolecular
distance by a few percent at 1 GPa,23 increasing the intermolecular
electronic coupling. This increased coupling is possible due to the van
der Waals bonds resulting in a weak intermolecular repulsion. Indeed,
the mobility signiﬁcantly increases under pressure, demonstrating an
enhanced transfer integral. As has been theoretically predicted, the
effect of dynamic disorder as the result of molecular ﬂuctuations is
considerable at room temperature.2 By lowering the temperature,
molecular ﬂuctuations are suppressed, leading to an improved
coherence which manifests itself in an enlarged α. This temperature
dependence is observed at all applied pressures until α saturates at a
value of 1 at 1 GPa, indicating the emergence of fully coherent charge
transport.
Because the value of Δt/t is approximately 20% at room temperature, it can be presumed that the effect of thermal ﬂuctuations is
signiﬁcant and therefore reduces the electronic coherence. Moreover,
plotting the temperature dependence of Δt/t in Figure 4, we notice
that the value rapidly decreases towards 10%, which is favorable for
the emergence of coherent electronic states. These observations show
that reducing the dynamic disorder resulting from thermal ﬂuctuations is important to observe coherent charge transport. Thus,
synthesizing molecules with steric hindrance is crucial to achieving
full coherence under ambient conditions, an ongoing topic in
research.13,24–27
CONCLUSION
The observations in this experiment are a clear manifestation of the
charge transport mechanism in soft organic semiconductors. A slightly
modiﬁed packing structure allows for a continuous evolution from an
incomplete coherence up to band transport. This transition was
achieved by increasing the pressure and lowering the temperature,
NPG Asia Materials

thus reducing the intermolecular distance and improving the electronic coupling, manifesting itself as enhanced mobility. In addition, the
vibrational modes of the molecules that lead to dynamic disorder are
suppressed, thus improving the coherence of electronic states. This
emergence of charge coherence is accompanied by a mobility increase
of 75%. In a detailed analysis, we quantiﬁed the effect of thermal
ﬂuctuations on charge transport, revealing that the critical value for
the variation of the transfer integral at which coherence emerges is
below 12% of its mean value. These surprising ﬁndings show that
pentacene is the missing link between coherent and incoherent charge
transport, a crucial foundation for further studies of the underlying
charge transport mechanisms in 'soft' semiconductors and an important aspect for further improvement of their performance.
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